
 
The Negro Artist and the Sacred Mountain    

 
 
 



(1) Begin With Denouement and You End Up In Synch  
 

This is about lifting the thumb from the bow. A talent for devotion goes black blooded to the over-soul and 
convinces us the aim is love which when we pierce it, enters us. That force of nature that always aims the 
heroes heart toward trances and it’s nobody’s fault but his own. Here come Malik and them. Amos and Andy 
are somewhere in here too like a laugh track or a surveillance device or the clean black man in the numb 

cadillac driving down the rent. The succulents grow like crazy and you wear acacia crowns around the dream 
of empire high yellow pirates are circling, and we get high, we about to go get lifted now like sunrise how 
we open the blues \ up and let the blues blood come out to show them. You chose the first flower for how it 

sounds and another for how it looks in the red dark of township or worship or fast car, sweet double 
hipness-- and more for how they feel under water or to the boss’ favorite son in trade, our lady of the sun 
trade. This pace is for her. It might as well be spring for her every hour of every day and all decoration 
is superfluous and invasive and makes us sluggish with safety. To escape we climb into the night like space 

suits, but the fugitive did not recognize this fast taste of night, stompin and stompin and...  Am I brave 
enough for this? 
 
(2) Synchrony and Her Cronies   
 
1n 1926 Langston Hughes wrote The Negro Artist and the Racial Mountain, an essay that asked black artists 
to revel in so-called blackness and to be beginning to see the light, to not fall into the traps of 

legitimation that tempt so many of us awkward/ backwards into chasing after a culture that runs from us. 
Maybe if we’re lucky we turn that chase around or erotic and our work admits something of our truth that 
way but often all we do is dilute ourselves looking to dispel the color. Almost 80 years after Langston’s 
tender admonition and the more things change, the more they stay the same. What I explore here is a caveat 

in the equation Langston arranged to balance the social with the political, the clandestine and blatant 
space where the sacred resides for the black artist with what that space delivers. It occurs to me that 
praise rituals practically govern the black spirit and that the varying systems of faith brought to us by 

the white power structure’s spiritual-industrial complex and/or god-complex, prey upon this innate hunger 
we have to enter our own gifts and celebrate the hoodrich way, the main way, the ghettofabulous way and the 
monastic way chanting in each May there be peace, love, and perfection throughout all creation 
 

Am I brave enough for this?  
 
So I am as ashamed of the black artist who rejects the sacred as Langston is of the one who tries to lift 

the black off his alphabet like an inverse thief or broke down robinhood complex; I fear both stances are 
slumps that hinder the ancientfuture and create a kind of hipness that rips creativity to shreds.   



 
The racial mountain’s tendency to transmute into a sacred mountain for black artists, the tendency we share 

to use faith in higher forces to give us the strength to face the mundane glories or our so-called race  or 
as Fred Moten so brilliantly notes, I ran from and was still in it; it was so big I ran from it and was 
still in it, that is the quality whose scatological potency we face today, disguised as anything from utter 
triflingness to saccharine uprightness, today’s denial is more subtle than the brand we conjured circa 1926 

and the fear has shifted from a fear of our powerlessness to one of our pathological self-determination and 
creative spirit. Today we have to go beyond embracing and reveling in our blackness and actually devour and 
recreate our belief systems so that they accommodate the pride we invented and then orphaned in western 

religions and thought patterns, in order to satisfy our deep craving for praise. Are we brave enough now to 
reexamine our origins without the tenets of Christianity or any other organized religion for that matter, 
in search of the forms our thought would take in a more liberated grammar. Are we ready to look at black 
devotional practices as a form and a poetics all their own, rich in the data of ourselves yet scrambled by 

our scramble to be saved.  
 
(3) Gold Crowns Don’t Make me Cringe Anymore 
 

The devotional is a unifying force of the black aesthetic and yet it is as stray as slang, we’re afraid to 
claim it as one of our technologies, and as artists, we often either fetishize or deny its impact on our 
senses of the great optimizers, beauty and truth and improvisation too. We know ugly beauty and false truth 

turned sacred through devotion alone. We know devotion to mean our ability to produce art that gives space 
to the known unknown. We have gone from being afraid to let our blackness show to knowing we are the 
original gods and monsters of this planet and demanding our proper respect and bling but still somehow, 
perhaps because we haven’t met our devotion on both ends, haven’t returned to our own rituals in full, most 

of us remain entertainers when we are meant to be healers.  
 
All black art is sacred art. Let Sun Ra’s space ship and George Clinton’s spaceship and Jay Z’s yacht and 

Tupac’s Crucifixion and Lord Beginner’s lament and Lee Perry’s Arch and Amiri’s ankh and your mamma’s 
trumpet savant uncle and your brother’s perfect pitch moan for love, exit stage left and television 
technique give way to immortal technique and may we treat the sacred not like an aspect of organized 
religion or monotheism or any theism; may we understand the sacred as a route back into the profane or the 

mundane or the Saturn or wherever we want to get to but without the need to perform our identities into 
oblivion, let us remove our beauty from the pageant and shiny suit theory and see where it might be more 
useful. We build our temples for tomorrow, strong as we know how, and we stand on top of the mountain, free 
within ourselves.  
 



 
 

Reprise 
 
This is about lifting the thumb from the bow. It’s time to talk about god like a man we know. A black man 
we love and know we may never know. A negro and a nigga too and all the eerie spaces between there and the 

edge. He found out on the plantation the drum was banned and back home in Egypt the drum had been speech 
and so on top of all nightmares that converged as slavery there was this absence of the very sacred 
technology needed like air to get free, like error in perfect heart, like an heir.. So he used his feet for 

arrows, her steps would narrate what he could not say with words or even wars. In my blood memory we went 
to church looking for drums. We’d put on any disguise we needed to retrieve percussion. Something to beat 
our truths into besides the massa’s miserably majestic land.  Some of us found a rhythm there and some of 
us got lost in anti-rhythms on the way.  Today we all share so much virtual space, may we draw some new 

maps up the to that summit of the sacred  mountain where Wu-tang is for the children 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Transcripts: 
 
Rahsaan Roland Kirk/Fred Moten  
 
I need to get closer to jesus 
   

 
             closer to jesus  
 

 
I need to get clos/uuh   clow sir t’g    I need t (u)g  I need to g  
 
And I wonder if he can spread out for me   If he/can   spread out for me        I need to get closer     

Ifhecanspreadhoursforme  
 
 
(his broken sisters love me more than anything)  

 
 
This Meditation from The Inward Journey, Howard Thurman  
 
We feel that we have a responsibility to … shine the light  
 
In thy presence we become aware of many divisions within the inner circle of the self, when we enter into 

communion we thee, we are never sure of the voice that speaks within us, we do not always know which voice 
of the true voice. Sometimes it is the clear call of the heart remembering an unfulfilled hunger from other 
days, sometimes it is but an echo of some  failing impulse to good, which we have pushed aside  that some 

private end may triumph even in the distinct face of some call to truth. Often it is the muttering of needs 
that do not shape themselves in words because they are one with all the ebb and flow of every passing day. 
At times the voice is like a clarion, rising above all conflicts and confusions so uttering the need for 
courage to stand against some evil, to witness for the good where the cost is high and the penalty great, 

sometimes the voice is muted, sometimes telling us of hopes unrealized and dreams that will not rest until 
they incarnate themselves in us...   All the while we pull back, but they will not let us go, in the midst 
of all the sounds rising above all the mingled words there is a strange voice, but, but not quite a 

stranger, a man recognizes it, is seems to come from every part of him but cannot rest itself on any point 
of sound. He waits, he listens, when all is still he listens now at a deeper level of silence, and 



soundless movement there floats up through all the chambers of his being, encompassing all the toung-ed 
cries from many cells, one word, God, and the answer is the same, filling all the living silence before thy 

face, god, god.  
 
We talked about the question who am I, what is, my name, And today I want to follow that with a second 
questions that grows out of the first one: what do I/I want, what do I. want. really. what is the 

fundamental thing, that I’m after with my life      
 
 

Superstition (Yesterday’s New Quintet)  
 
I wish for other singing. A blue fork in the tune. Up and down he reached for singing yeah, or it seems 
like it even in the no and yes every onceinawhile with mi supuestos and mis colores  (I need to get closer 

to jesus/I need to get closer)    But past the cold pragmatics. Pray for that little monking tilt you run 
from to edge and bolt/the way he kisses money   (very superstitious/ if you believe in this that you don’t 
understand then you suffer?) Shucks  
 

Behold: God’s Sunshyne  
 
Can you feel it, can you feel it in your heart?   

 
I can feel it’s rays, yes, I can feels it’s race.  
 
                    Ohhhhhhweeeeeh! I can feelit, flamin’ in my soul    
 
 
 
The Watts Prophets/St.John the Coltrane   
I only knew you blue, John, I only knew you blew, knew that this was the gospel spoken by a saint in 
another voice... 
 

Black people let us work voodoo for our train, let’s us match our soul’s rhythm to the rhythm of the 
universe/we have not forgot the gospel of A Love Supreme 
          A Love Supreme 

          A Love Supreme 
 



We cry 
Too silently in our dreams.  

Never venturing to scream so that we might pierce into the daylight of reality 
 
Beauty is what I love     B e a u t y  is W h a t  I  L o v e  
 

 
Gill Scott Heron, My Song/A Song for ( I know a young warrior named) Bobby Smith 
 

Ain’t you been there/ ain’t you goin/ can’t you taste your/ideas growin/ we are soldiers/soldiers of a new 
day/Can’t you see it/Can’t you feel it/in your heart  
  
Ain’t you been there and ain’t you goin?  

 
Can’t you take this love I’m showin?  
 
Robert Hayden, Middle Passage   
 
Perhaps now it’s time for me to/to read this poem. I think I can get through it tonight. I wrote it, uhhhh, 
oh, back in the ‘40s   

  
                        Middle Passage  
 
Jesus, Estrella, Esperanza, mercy! Sails flashing to the wind like weapons. Sharks following the moans of 

fever and the dying. Horror: the corposant and compass rose:  
                                         
                                   Middle Passage  

 
 (clapping) voyage through death to life upon these shores (we feel that we have a responsibility to... 
shine the light through the darkness, there’s a lot a darkness out here, we watch it all the time, I’m busy 
looking at the darkness saying, dang...whatever and we we have a responsibility to... we know how to make 

some music and the music ain’t supposed) 10th April 1800— Blacks rebellious. Crew Uneasy. Our linguist 
says, their moaning is a prayer for death, ours and their own. Some try to starve themselves.... lost three 
this morning, leaped with crazy laughter to the waiting sharks,  sang as they went under. Desire, 

Adventure, Tartar, Ann: Standing to America, bringing home, black go(l)d, black ivory, black seed:  
 



Deep in the festering hold thy father lies, of his bones, New England pews are made, those are alter lights 
that were his eyes.  

 
Jesus  Savior  Pilot Me  
 
Over Life’s Tempestuous Sea 

 
 
We pray that thou grant, O Lord,  

     
 
Jesus/Savior/8 bells.  
 

 
Stanton Davis/Gil Scott Heron  
 
Jazz music was dance music, it came out of the brothels and the cat houses in New Orleans, the piano player 

and the upright bass player used to/used play for people to dance around the rooms while they were waiting 
for their turns, I guess it’s sorta like taking a number like you do nowadays when you go to welfare, 
numbers are flashing on the wall... Number 46/ok/like... This was a combination of Jism, what they used to 
call Jism in the brothels, and Ass Music, the reason they called it Ass music is cause there was a shipload 
of brass instruments that was stolen offa onea them ship(fts   and allofasudden everyone in the ghetto had 
a trumpet or a sax, or something that they we playing, but they had to no formal(former) training, so they 
called them ass musicians, so the combination of jism and ass, was what you came up with when you came up 

with jazz, this is what they called it. And naturally when Benny Goodman and Glenn Miller and them got into 
it they had to clean it up so they, they called it jazz, but, your mom would tell you stay away from them 
jazz musicians, cause they come from them lowdown circumstances. What I’m saying is that somehow, the 
description of jazz, which should have been passed down to James Brown and to the people who played dance 
music later on, got perverted and pushed into something else all together. And the people who had graduated 
from those... Jazz bands, who were confined to the smaller clubs and to non moving circumstances, after the 
depression when you couldn’t get no gasoline and you couldn’t get around too much, those became the people 

that they said carried on the jazz tradition but they were playing what Frank Foster called: Black 
Classical Music ..   The Jazz music itself, music to dance by, was still a dance music, it still was 
carried on, but it was carried on by Jerry Lee Lewis and Little Richard and Chuck Berry, and later on James 

Brown and the Temptations... and that’s what Jazz music is, so when the question Is That Jazz? came up, I 
started to describe it in terms of what I knew it to be, dance music, dance music from it’s earliest 



beginnings to where it is now. Prince may be one of the greatest Jazz musicians in the world. Those are the 
people who play jazz music, they play jazz, music for you to dance by, for you to jump up and down on, and 

the people who play Other Music, music that’s more thoughtful music that’s more atmosphere creating in the 
clubs, and in the night clubs where you sit around and ponder your yesterdays and tomorrows over a drink, 
those are the people who have inherited the Jazz name but actually, the Black Classical attitude. And so, 
so, Is that Jazz was a playful sort of a song but a serious sort of a question in in terms of like: When is 
it gonna be that we start to define our own art, and start to describe what we do, in terms that we know, 
and that we can follow and continue with. 
 

 
 
--- 
 

 
 
And then here comes a good poem (Michael Harper/Bessie Smith)  
 

Billie Holiday sang it, and ran into some copyright difficulties. Goes like this: One of these mornings... 
 
But I’d like you to keep that refrain in mind. The crickets and the rifle cocking. Grass and hot rain.  

 
 
Ancestors (Ganja Sufi)   Take my hand, from these transgressions... when I finally get there, will you know 
my name.  Feel like I (give) my life   for the price of fame... to become that hot coal, deep within the 

dirt, to become that charcoal that knew it’s worth, to become that that diamond, inside the church 
 
 
 
 
What is fame? What is worship? George Clinton’s Mothership Connection?  
What it is and what it is?  

 
 
 
 
Imma Keep Chanting: Master Musicians of JouJouka  (pictured) 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
--- 



 
Moodyman, Tribute/Nephew Tommy  
 
You told the lord she was your sister... knowing she was your wife… 
 
Hello, may I speak to Janet, please? 

 
This Janet. 
 

Hey shuga! 
 
Hey.  
 

How you feel? 
 
I’m okey. 
 

 
Alright this Bernice over at The New Rising Star and a we having our annual mission day, and we’re trying 
to get the program together, and I was recommended to you by a young lady she gave me your number 

 
Is her name Keisha  
 
Yeah 

 
Yeah  
 

And we just somebody to come over and do the meditation  
 
Alright that’ll be fine, I can handle that 
 

We’ll, Can you sing?  
 
Pardon 

 
We need you to do a couple a scriptures and we need you to sing 



 
Yeah, I could do that 

 
Me, I just want you to do You Be Goin up right after devotion  
 
Oh, after devotion  

 
Oh, you know Pass me not?  
 

Oh Yeah, Pass Me not.   
 
Just sing it with me 
 

Alright, Immma sing it 
 
-- 
 

David Axel Rod/Sun Ra 
 
And god said, let there be light, and there was light, and god said, let the water be gather unto a 

firmament, and let the dry land appear, and god called the dry land: Earth 
 
 
Detroit: Are you saying the black musicians, especially in the western world, are fragmented? Are you 
saying that we have lost our culture, so to speak, is it in the music, does it begin with the music, in 
terms of, our culture.  
 

Ra: Most black musicians aren’t part of the black race, anymore, you see, because they’re, they don’t have 
no feeling, they’re thinking about money, they’re thinking about fame, they’re thinking about integrations, 
they’re not thinking about their people like ah, other musicians do concerning their people. You have to 
pray for your people  you see, you have to develop your ethnic structures, and every nation has people in 

there who can look out for their people to develop their ethnic structures, with that, any nation can 
forget it. I don’t care how righteous they are or what they are, if they don’t have music, if they don’t 
have the philosopher, if they don’t have things on a higher plane, they’re not gonna make it. There’s a 

book called, uhh, From Man to Superman, by JA Robins I think and he was telling this white man about ah, 
why didn’t they recognize black people and the man told him, the black race hasn’t developed a philosophy 



yet, and you have to develop a philosophy for it before we recognize you... because philosophy determines 
the fate of nations, take over here, this nations based on Aristotle and Plato and Socrates, and they were 

born somewhere else, but they’re still teaching in schools and you take democracy itself and it’s based on 
what one of the Romans said, I think his name was Marcus Aurelius or something like that, but he was talkin 
about all men being brothers and all that, so it’s not anything new, ahhh, it uh, it was something that 
somebody thought of that they’d like to make true, however, god didn’t make nobody equal, and it can’t be 

done...  
 
 

So then, it’s really against the laws of nature to speak about equality, it’s something man thinks should 
be because of conditions to try help the other man, but/uh, these people got Karma on em, and they got god 
against em, so if you try to it says that, well, he who is a friend of man, is an enemy of god, you know 
so,  a lot of people have died trying to help man, because they proved to be enemies of god and he killed 

them, it’s quite simple you see, but they got this bible and they’d like to think that god is love and 
that’s blinding them, they have to, read what it says, it’s  got all the facts in there 
 
 

 
Detroit: Now I understand that you traveled to Egypt several years ago, and I’m just wondering, what did 
you find, what was that experience really all about, how did it influence your music?  

 
Ra: I got my passport stamped with Ra, and they also told me I was at home, stay there, don’t come back to 
America. They also told my band and you ancestors built the pyramids and the sphinx, we stay here, you 
belong here. That was some people in the Egyptian government talking. Now when I went to Mexico I went the 

Egyptian embassy, Mexico City, and... they said the same thing when I told them over half the black people 
in America are ancient Egyptians, the said, that’s correct. I approached government officials, and they 
knew it. Everybody knows it but the black people over here.  

 
Detroit: Why is that do you think? Is it because we haven’t searched it out? Is it because we’ve been held 
back from certain types of information, is it because the information has been distorted? What do you think 
about that?  

 
Ra: Well they’re too busy trying to integrate with white people and white people are a different order of 
being you see, entirely different order of beings. God made them like that. And they’re in a particularly 

ignorant state. They don’t know too much about things. That’s why the search and dig and try to find out. 
Because they know they don’t know. But what they were based up on, they thought it was the truth. But you 



take like England and France, they went over to Egypt digging and they found out something else. Something 
that wasn’t, what they said was true. Egypt’s got all the answers, you see, on the hieroglyphics. All the 

answers are in Egypt. That’s why you see a lot a american diplomats goin to Egypt. Presidents go there. 
Everybody who’s been anybody, goes to Egypt, from different governments. Because when you go there, you 
feel something else (is there) the ancient and the modern, and you feel it. Because, if god ever touched 
down anywhere on this planet, it was in Egypt, definitely. You go to Egypt and you can feel eternal things. 

And they were the only people talkin about Immortality. Of course christianity talks about it too, but they 
got it from Egypt.  
 
Detroit: So are you saying that there’s a certain natural law of the universe? Is that some of the 
principals that you disco/were sensitized to? So It sounds like you’re talking about a certain spirituality 
to what were about as human beings and uh, could you elaborate on that as it relates to your music. What is 
a musician, what does he really do, what is his main function?  

 
Ra: Well see you got the human race and you got the angel race. We’re begin to feel that it can’t be 
expressed in words. And that what I’m trying to do, to create a superior type of music. Not music deal with 
the mind, not music dealing with the body, but with the spirit, that way it should be. Because when you 

deal with music that deals with the spirit, you can encourage people to fight against the bad conditions on 
this planet, you can encourage people to change things, simply by the music.  
 
Detroit: Like a Motatvata..  
 
Ra: It motivates, stimulates, and compels... to turn away from things that are not profitable. And a lot of 
things Black people are dealing with have turn out to be not profitable, of course, they tried to base 

things on truth, but the truth is no longer acceptable, you see, not to the Creator. Because they took 
christ and put him on the cross when he said I am the truth. The eliminated truth. You see we’re dealing 
with cosmic equations so when he said I am the truth and they crucified him, they crucified truth, it 

doesn’t exist anymore, so you can’t use it. If you do you’ll be just like him. So what do you have left, 
you got to deal with the myth. Particularly the black race. They got to stop everything, and realize 
whatever they’re doing, it’s not profitable, don’t care if it’s righteous, don’t care if it’s true, it’s 
not doin anything. So then they have to deal with something else. Deal with the myth. And you can take the 

myth and-and build a lot of things on it. The white race used the myth for white supremacy. They’ve got a 
lot to show for it. Of course it’s a lie. But it makes no difference you know. You can take a lie and they 
got a lot to show for it, all the technology and all these things, that was based on a lie. Black people 

have a lot of things that are true, but they have nothing to show, except for saying: I’m from the creator 
of the universe, then I tell black people, now show me what you’ve developed, what do you own, what did you 



create that is yours, and they don’t have anything because if they created something the white race took 
it. So they don’t own anything you know. They got to face facts. And see that the facts are bad. They got 

to face the truth and reject it. They got to not deal with justice, truth, none a that. It’s not gonna 
help. And, they’re up under the jurisdiction of god, really, and when you get over there, you don’t have 
any freedom. You don’t really have none. Angels don’t have any. So if they’re looking for to be free, 
they’re going to have to see god himself, and I wouldn’t recommend it. The best thing they can do now, is 

to deal with the word: discipline... for the sake... Rome was built up on myths, and Greece was built upon 
myths, and ancient Egypt was built upon myths, and you go into any european country, they got their 
myths...  

 
But you go to the black people in america and say, okay,  
     
                  Show me your myths. 

 
How many do they have? None. Then they got a vacuum and a void in their lives that’s different from other 
nations’. They should correct it. Speedily. But you know, I’m dealing with the myth that I’m an angel. 
Black people got to deal with equations. You gotta study words because the bible said: take words my people 

and return to me. You take these words and you put em together and you keep on puttin em together, you’ll 
come up with the real truth concerning you. I’m trying to awaken them to this fact.  
 
Detroit: Where are the artists headed, where are we headed? I seems right now we’ve got what you might 
call, the New Music. And every few years someone’s coming up with something new, I guess not because no one 
has heard it before, I guess it’s been there before, but where are we headed... are we gonna come together 
at all if indeed music is a universal language? Are musicians free?  

 
Ra: They would say they are but I’m not dealing with freedom, I’m dealing with discipline. Sometimes, I 
stay up all night, writing one song, because I’m trying to recreate Fletcher Henderson’s music, I have to 

listen carefully and get every note correct. I have to really sometimes contact that spirit to write the 
music the way it’s supposed to be, because a lot of times it sound(s)light to me, or my spirit don’t feel 
right. And I go and say, there’s something wrong, it sounds right... but then I finally found one note, 
that they played, that I couldn’t hear.  

 
-- 
 

Summertime is here, Sun Ra’s time is here 
 



-- 
 

I need to get closer to jesus and I wonder if he can spread out for me.  
 
         Spread out for me  
 

 
Spread out/spread out      Spread out for me  
 

 
 
Spread out for me.      Ineedtogetcloser   /   spread out for me  
 

 
--  
 
Eugene B. Redmond, Sun Ritual  
 
Another Poem that I think deals with love, and when I wrote this poem, a number of things where on my mind, 
among those things were: where did man come from, when did he break up into many colors, where does man go 

when he leaves here, where did woman come from, what is the cycle of birth all about, what about 
reincarnation, what is life, what is death, what is puberty, what is growth. These kinds of things   
were on my mind and I wrote the poem Sun Ritual, in attempt to come to grips with, um, the age old 
questions, you know, about man. When did man begin to think? What is his capacity to think? Why doesn’t he 

think more?  
 
Sun/ Ritual 
 
I know the ritual of the Sun 
 
I know the ritual of Man 

 
I know the ritual of Earth  
 

I know the ritual of the Sin 
 



I know the ritual of the Sun  
 

 
 
 
 
Mati Klarwein on Miles Davis  
 
I met him, first he came to see my temple, and he said he wanted to buy it, he asked me the price. I think 

he was only joking. Then he told me to come and visit because he wanted to pay me for the cover of Bitches 
Brew.  And he lived up on 79th street on the west side. Somewhere around there 79th/77th... In his own 
house, and it was the weirdest decoration I have ever seen, I mean, talk about kitsch. He had, the corridor 
was Egyptian freezes, but out of hips, you know, all along, Egyptian things, from the Metropolitan, or 

wherever he bought it: copy. And the ceiling and everything on the ceiling was chocolate, shiny chocolate 
color and it had things hanging down like caramel, you know when you pull a caramel until it tears, that 
was the texture coming from the ceiling, that was just fascinating. And then you went up the stairs and 
there was a round room, all round. There was a bar, it was a juice bar, and he only drank juices. Sound and 

trumpets all over, hanging, and there was a round table, and a round couch all along the walls, and on the 
round table there was a bowl, this big... no this big, sorry, full of cocaine. And he pushed it over to me, 
he said, yeah I don’t take this shit, man, this ruined me, it’s for my friends. (To be polite). And then he 

had to show me his bedroom, big bedroom, big fucking machine. Closets all over, hundreds of suits all 
colors, different kinds of dresses, mirrors, and there was a girl there, she put music on and said listen 
to this, this is the music I wanted you to cover... after about an hour she would walk out, say goodbye, 
ten minutes later, the doorbell was ringing. And he’d go to the door, or go to the window and say, shit I 

can see who it is, why don’t you go downstairs and open the door because, you know, the Mafia’s trying to 
shoot me, because I wouldn’t play in one club, the took a shot on him in the street once.. and he was 
scared...  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Curtis Mayfield, Kung Fu   
 

A case of coup, a case of night, don’t put yourself in solitude.  
 
Who can I trust with my life, when people tend to be so rude 
 

My momma raised me in the ghetto, there was no mattress for my head 
 
But no she couldn’t call on jesus, I wasn’t white enough she said 

 
 
-- 
 

 
 
I need to get closer    
                   

                      to jesus.  
 
 

and I wonder if he can spread out for               me 
 
 
 

--- 
Blackstar: Yo/Yeah/Black Sprits 
 

Black is 
 
That was when soma them bad niggas made beauty moving juju changes...  
3:30 in the morning, not a soul in sight, we sat, 4 deep at a traffic light, talkin about how dumb and 

brainwashed some of our brothers and sisters are, while we waited for a green light to tell us when to go 
 
Black Magic/Black Magic Woman 
 



You’re messin with my emotions, you’re messin with the way I feel about you. You’re messin with my 
devotion, to what I know, and what is real.     

-- 
I’mma keep chanting/reprise 
 
Suggested Reading/Listening/Viewing 
 
But if Not, Martin Luther King, November 5, 1967.  
 
Jaylib Champion Sound, React   
 
Moodymann, Small Black Church  
 
You Don’t Know what Love Is, Eric Dolphy  
 
Andre Jodorowsky, Holy Mountain  
 
Black Salt, Eduoard Glissant 
 
Burroughs on Dreams  
 
Nietzche, Beyond Good and Evil 
 
Nearer to God than Thee  

 
Ailey, Revelations  
 
Don Cherry in Morocco  
 
The Big Payback, James Brown 
 
Duke Ellington’s Sacred Concert 
        
 

 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
Notes (suggested silence): 
 
 
 

 
 
  



The Black Artist and the Sacred Mountain 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


